LIGHT CRAFT

STYLE: CRAFT DOMESTIC | BODY: LIGHT
COLOR: PALE STRAW | 4% ABV | 16oz. $5
Made to be a version of your Dad's favorite domestic
light beer - but better. Keep it light. Keep it craft.

BLUE MOUNTAIN BREWERY'S
MOUNTAIN APPLE

STYLE: HARD APPLE CIDER | BODY: LIGHT
COLOR: GOLDEN | 5.25% ABV | 16oz. $6
The first of BMB's "Local Apple" series, Mountain Apple features
100% Nelson County apples, including the Blue Ridge Crisp variety. With
a pure apple flavor and light pear finish, you can enjoy a true
taste of our locality in every delicious sip.

VIRGINIA LAGER

STYLE: AMBER LAGER | BODY: LIGHT
COLOR: LIGHT AMBER | 5% ABV | 16oz. $5
A cold-aged beer of the smoothest flavor, with gently toasted
malt and a light hand of noble hops. We've created an easydrinking beer with enough flavor and depth of color to bear
the Virginia name with pride.

SLIPPERY WHEN WIT

STYLE: WIT/GOSE HYBRID | BODY: LIGHT
COLOR: pale yellow | 4.8% ABV | 16oz. $5
A tart, sour, and refreshing beer with notes of citrus and spice.
This light-bodied Gose still has tons of flavor and a clean finish.
Just be sure to watch your step...

BLUE MOUNTAIN BREWERY'S
LIGHTS OUT

STYLE: OLD ALE | BODY: MEDIUM
COLOR: BROWN | 7% ABV | 16oz. $6
Deep malt flavor and earthy hop spiciness given by styrian golding hops. A
range of English crystal malts come forward and rolled oats.

BLUE MOUNTAIN BREWERY'S
ELK MOUNTAIN BROWN

STYLE: AMERICAN STYLE BROWN ALE | BODY: MEDIUM
COLOR: BROWN | 5.5% ABV | 16oz. $6
A blend of crystal malts and American hops produce this balanced brown
ale with light toasty and toffee flavors. Contains Lactose.

CASK OFFERING:

ISABEL | IMPERIAL PORTER AGED IN BOURBON BARRELS
WITH COCOA NIBS AND ORANGE PEELS | 8.0% ABV

SATAN'S PONY

STYLE: AMBER ALE | BODY: MEDIUM
COLOR: DEEP AMBER | 5.3% ABV | 16OZ. $5
Named in reference to Triumph motorcycles, this throw-back amber
ale is designed to highlight a balanced malt complexity. Scottish ale
yeast and traditional U.K. hops give Satan's Pony a pleasant sweetness
balanced by restrained hop character.

BARHOPPER

STYLE: IPA | BODY: MEDIUM
COLOR: PALE AMBER | 6.8% ABV | 16OZ. $5
A hopped-up IPA with juicy flavor and aroma from Citra, Simcoe,
Centennial, Azacca & Sorachi Ace variety hops. A light malt
background puts the focus on hop-derived citrus and pine notes,
skipping the usual IPA bitterness.

HOP GOTHIC

STYLE: DOUBLE INDIA WHEAT PALE ALE | BODY: MEDIUM
COLOR: DEEP STRAW | 8.52% ABV | 10oz. $6
Big wheat, big hop. Often left in the shadows when it comes to hoppy
American beers, we've turned the spotlight on the beauty of malted red
and white wheat for our end-of-the-year DIPA. Three pounds per
barrel of the country's best hops don't hurt either...

IMPERIAL SATAN'S PONY

STYLE: BELGIAN | BODY: MEDIUM
COLOR: GOLDEN | 9% ABV | 10oz. $6.5
One of Virginia's longest-running beers has undergone a rebuild to
create a unique, high-end drinking experience. Classic Satan's Pony has
been doubled up--twice the malt, twice the hops--and then aged for
two months in freshly emptied bourbon barrels. Still smooth, still easy,
but now one hell of a ride.

TWISTED GOURD

STYLE: STYLE: IMPERIAL CHOCOLATE PUMPKIN ALE
BODY: FULL I COLOR : CARAMEL | ABV: 8.3% | 10oz. $6
Just before the Civil War, a pumpkin blight bleached the
Commonwealth’s crop white, turning the gourds into twisted,
fermenting skulls in the field. This chai-spiced ale is an homage to the
“year of the twisted gourd,” pairing pumpkin puree with cacao to
create a unique, award-winning ale.
GREAT AMERICAN BEER FESTIVAL SILVER MEDAL WINNER 2016

ROTATING TAP:
ASK YOUR BARTENDER WHAT'S AVAILABLE!

